Connect Platforms

teamplay Fleet
Streamline your fleet management.
Optimize your asset performance.

When a growing population and increasing numbers of
patients compete with limited resources, such as staff,
medical equipment, and budgets, the need to manage
your equipment efficiently can become a major
challenge. For example, you need to collect and analyze
equipment data efficiently to support informed decisionmaking, but also plan how to optimize the usage of your
equipment to meet your patient volume. At the same
time, cybersecurity attacks pose a threat to you and your
reputation while lower budgets and rising costs limit
your investment flexibility.
teamplay Fleet, a teamplay digital health platform
solution, enables you to streamline the management of
your fleet from Siemens Healthineers and to optimize
your asset performance holistically, 24/7, and from any
browser capable device.

teamplay Fleet provides a broad range of features:
• teamplay Fleet View – save time by having the detailed
equipment data you need at hand to make informed
decisions at any time, across all your institutions
• teamplay Fleet Maintenance –provide excellent
patient care by optimizing the usage of your assets
through efficiently managed and planned equipment
performance
• teamplay Fleet Cybersecurity – protect your patients’
data and your reputation by keeping your equipment
up-to-date
• teamplay Fleet Evolution – make sound decisions on
your future portfolio investments based on detailed
knowledge of the options or upgrades available for
your equipment

teamplay Fleet connects you with your entire Siemens Healthineers
medical device fleet

Learn more about teamplay Fleet
 siemens-healthineers.com/
teamplay-fleet

teamplay Fleet features a broad range of solutions
to help you in managing your fleet

teamplay Fleet View
provides insights into your overall equipment
status as well as equipment specifics and
speeds up finding equipment-related
information such as documents, trainings,
and contract information.

teamplay Fleet Maintenance
Manage your service activities centrally
and save time when contacting Customer
Services at Siemens Healthineers through
a quick and guided online ticket creation
mechanism when you require support.

teamplay Fleet Cybersecurity
Conveniently monitor the cybersecurity
status of your fleet and achieve a new level
of transparency with access to equipmentspecific vulnerability assessments. With
Anytime Software Updates, you can selfinstall updates and keep your equipment
current at your convenience.

teamplay Fleet Evolution
Easily see where your equipment is in its
lifecycle and identify future investment
possibilities according to the installation
date and age of your equipment.
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The products/features and/or service offerings (here mentioned) are not
commercially available in all countries and/or for all modalities. If the
services are not marketed in countries due to regulatory or other reasons,
the service offering cannot be guaranteed. Please contact your local
Siemens Healthineers organization for further details (including
technical pre-requisites that apply to certain service offerings).
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